
Pioneer DJ HDJ-X5BT DJ
Over-Ear Bluetooth
Headphones, Black
243544

159,00 €

Move freely with the HDJ-X5BT over-ear DJ headphones
featuring Bluetooth wireless technology.

Freedom to move
Move freely with the HDJ-X5BT over-ear DJ headphones featuring Bluetooth wireless technology. This version of our
HDJ-X5 DJ headphones removes one more cable from your set-up without sacrificing HDJ-X series sound quality,
making it easier for you to prepare tracks anywhere, anytime, unrestrained.

With advanced audio quality, you'll hear crisp, clear notes and deep, hearty bass tones whether you're on the street or
in the booth. Match your headphones to your gear by choosing from 3 colours - metallic black, metallic red or gloss
white. Soft and flexible yet durable enough for life on the road, simply fold up your HDJ-X5BT headphones to transport
them easily and enjoy your music in comfort wherever you go.

Wireless tech
Power up and pair with your Bluetooth device to start enjoying your beats - it's that easy. You'll get around 20 hours of
playback from a 3-hour charge, but if you use your headphones for DJ monitoring or you simply forget to charge them
(we've all been there) you can also listen via the included 1.2 m coiled cable. Thanks to the built-in microphone, you
can talk hands-free on calls when the headphones are connected to your phone.

Crystal-clear sound
Hear every nuance of your beats with the highest possible sound quality thanks to Qualcomm® aptX™ audio codec,
AAC and SBC. Balanced tuning and bass reflex chambers will deliver excellent sound insulation and bass response so
that you never miss a beat.

Comfortable fit
These headphones are comfortable to use no matter how you wear them. The housing design reduces pressure on
your head, while its outside texture enhances grip. To help you find the perfect fit, they also feature a flexible, durable
headband and a flexible swivel.

SRP 159,00 €

PRODUCT DETAILS

Colour
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Rigorously tested
Take the HDJ-X headphones on the road and feel confident they'll handle severe conditions and heavy use. All the
HDJ models have cleared the US Military Standard Shock test* as well as our own stringent stress testing.

Compact and portable
Fold your headphones to save space in your bag and transport them easily. Combine with the HDJ-HC01 case
(available separately) to carry them safely on the road and store SD cards and USB drives in one place.

Specs

Product Attributes

Dimensions and Weight

Product weight: 0.33

Packsize height: 26.2

Packsize width: 25.8

Packsize length: 8.3

Headphone features

Headphone type: Over ear

EAN: 4573201241498

Manufacturer number: HDJ-X5BT-K/XEGWL

Product weight: 0.33 kilograms
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